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1 A beetle’s world—introducing 2–dimensional
manifolds

Imagine we want to design a computer game. The game character is a tiny beetle,
who crawls on an infinite plane, fulfilling various tasks. Imagine we want the beetle to
roam the plane freely, not bumping into walls and never being forced to turn around.
But our computer screen shows only a quadratic section of the plane. So what do we
do when the beetle gets to the left edge of the screen and eventually even leaves the
square? One possibility is to let it enter again from the right side of the screen, keeping
its original walking direction.

What have we done here, mathematically speaking? We have identified a strip of
the 2–dimensional plane R2 with the strip lying next to it (by deciding that for the
beetle, being on the left edge of the screen is the same as being on the right edge of the
screen)—and with the strip next to it, and so on. Mathematicians say that we have
created a quotient of the plane R2.
Now, what if the beetle wanders across the top edge of the screen? Let’s make it

enter again from the bottom edge! We thus make yet another identification and obtain
another quotient of the plane R2.

Mathematicians call this quotient a torus. It is an important example of a 2-
dimensional manifold ; an object that resembles the plane R2 when you look only
at a small part of it, but can look very different in shape when you see it from far
away. There are 2–dimensional manifolds you are very familiar with—for instance the
surface of the Earth: from wherever on earth you are right now, it looks like you might
as well be living on a plane—possibly quite a deformed plane with mountains and
valleys, but there’s no way to be sure by mere eyesight that you’re in fact living on
a (slightly deformed) 2–dimensional sphere S2, not on a plane R2. And just like you
cannot determine the shape of the Earth only by looking around, the beetle has at first
glance no idea that he crawls on a torus!
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2 How to annoy the beetle—geometry vs topology

We are not quite done describing the new habitat of our beetle. Sure enough, the beetle
lives on a torus; but to know about the beetle’s life, we also need to be able to answer
questions like “How far is it from this point on the torus to that point?” or “At what
angle does the beetle hit the edge of the screen when it gets there?”. In other words, we
need to describe the geometry of the torus. The mathematical structure that describes
geometric properties (lengths, angles, . . . ) is called a metric.

We said initially that the beetle should behave on the torus as it would in the
plane R2: if it wants to get from one point to another as quickly as possible, it crawls
in a straight line on the screen, and it takes as much time for this as it would in the
plane; and if there happens to be a screen edge to cross, this does not cause the beetle
to change direction. So, distances, angles, and straight lines are the same on the torus
as on the flat plane. Our torus is hence called a flat torus ; it has inherited the metric
of the flat plane, whose quotient it is.

To make this point clearer, let us consider for a moment a slightly different way to
construct a torus. Let’s take a very flexible rectangular rubber sheet. In a first step,
we bend the rubber sheet to glue the left edge to the right edge. Thus, we obtain a
cylinder. Now, in a second step, we stretch and squeeze the cylinder considerably and
glue its upper end to its lower end. What we obtain looks more or less like a donut.
Gluing the edges is essentially what we did before when identifying the edges of the
screen with each other, and our donut–shaped rubber object is, just like the beetle’s
world, a torus. But this time, we had to stretch and squeeze! That is, we changed the
metric of the rubber sheet. If our beetle wants to crawl on the rubber torus, he should
better know where we stretched and where we squeezed the rubber—only then will he
know the shortest path to get from one point to another.

We can distort the rubber torus further at will, making dents and bumps—let’s
just agree to neither cut the torus nor glue pieces of it together. We thus change the
geometry of the torus; but the general shape remains the same—it is called the topology
of the torus. (We will explore this more in a moment.) We don’t destroy the beetle’s
world or make his paths unwalkable; however, what we do may be quite irritating for
him, since we change the lengths of the paths he used to take.

Even though we can always change the metric of a manifold while keeping its topol-
ogy, we cannot change it completely at will. For instance, try to imagine a “flat sphere”:
you may squeeze a balloon trying to make it flat, but while in some places it will look
completely flat, it becomes all the more curved in other places! This means that there
are interactions between geometry and topology; topology restricts the geometric pos-
sibilities, and geometry tells us something about topology.

3 Letting the beetle fly—manifolds of any dimension

One day, we might want to allow the beetle in the computer game to spread his wings
and discover the third dimension. Maybe our technology has advanced and instead of
a quadratic screen we use a cube wherein holograms can be displayed; and in this cube,
the beetle can not only move up and down, left and right (as before on the screen), but
can also fly towards or away from us. Like before, we don’t want the beetle to leave
the cube, so we identify the left side with the right side, the top side with the bottom
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side, and the side that faces us with the far side of the cube. What we have created is
a 3–dimensional torus ; it is a quotient of the space R3 and an important example of a
3–dimensional manifold, which is defined analogously to a 2–dimensional manifold.
One can indeed define manifolds of any dimension n very analogously, as something

that looks near any point like Rn. Very few manifolds can be found that have dimension
1—in fact, lines and circles (be they deformed or not) are the only 1–dimensional
manifolds! A hairline cross, for example, is not a 1–dimensional manifold—if the beetle
is standing at the point where the two lines meet, he has 4 directions to choose from
(up–down, left–right), much unlike at every other point of the hairline cross or at a
point on the real line R.
Just like in the 2–dimensional case, we can always change the metric of a manifold

by deforming the manifold. Shortest paths between points in a manifold and are an
important tool to talk about the geometry of the manifold—for example, if we connect
three points in a manifold by shortest paths between them, we get a generalization
of a triangle. You can experiment with this on different 2–dimensional manifolds—for
example, mark 3 points on a globe and find the fastest ways to travel by plane between
these points.

4 More habitats for the beetle—some standard
constructions

Maybe after some time of playing the beetle game we will get bored and try to find a
different arena for the beetle. But not just any arena: it should still, when you look
only at a small part of it, resemble the 2–dimensional plane R2 or the 3–dimensional
space R3—in other words, it should still be a manifold (of dimension 2 or 3).

Can we find more manifolds of dimension 3? There is a 3–dimensional analogue to the
2–dimensional sphere S2: take the set of all points in the 4–dimensional space R4 that
have distance 1 from the origin. This is a 3–dimensional sphere, and we denote it with
S3. (Maybe now you’re trying to visualize a 4–dimensional space and a 3–dimensional
sphere. Don’t worry if you can’t—it’s simply not possible to visualize them the same
way you visualize a 3–dimensional space and a 2–dimensional sphere. Just think of the
higher-dimensional objects as something analogous to the lower-dimensional objects.)
Just like the 2–dimensional sphere, the 3–dimensional sphere S3 is also equipped with
a standard “round” geometry; and again, we can change this metric; intuitively, we can
imagine doing this by squeezing the sphere.

4.1 Quotients of manifolds

Can we also imitate the way we constructed the torus as a quotient of the flat plane
to get new manifolds? We could simply declare some points or lines to be the same,
like we declared the upper edge of the screen to be the same as the lower edge of the
screen. But we need to be careful—if we just identify (say) two points in the plane
R2 with each other, we won’t get a manifold—similar to the case of the hairline cross,
there is a point where there are “too many directions”. So what do we need if we want
the quotient to be a manifold? Let’s first describe the construction of the flat torus in
a different language: consider the map that matches every point in the plane R2 to a
point that lies one unit to its right: f : (x, y) 7→ (x + 1, y) (For simplicity, we choose
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the units such that the screen has length and height 1.) With this language, we can
say that declaring the left and right edge of the screen to be the same was to identify
each point (x, y) ∈ R2 with its image under this map, that is, with (x+ 1, y). But not
only with (x + 1, y), but also with the image of the image (with (x + 2, y)), and with
(x+ 3, y), and so on. You may try to find a similar map g that leads to declaring the
top and the bottom edge of the screen to be the same. We say that the flat torus is
the quotient of R2 under the action of the group generated by f and g. It is important
that no point gets mapped too close to itself under any of the maps involved (except
of course by the map that matches every point to itself); only then can the quotient
be a manifold.1

So, to find nice quotients of a manifold, we just need to find an appropriate set of
maps that match the manifold to itself. On the 2–dimensional sphere, there are none,
but on the 3–dimensional sphere, there are actually many!
Do we always get a prescribed metric on the quotient, like in the case of the torus

construction for the beetle? Not always. We need to impose a special condition on
the maps: it needs to respect geometric properties of the manifold! Any triangle with
corners p, q, and r that gets mapped to a triangle with corners f(p), f(q), and f(r)
needs to have the same side lengths and the same angles.

4.2 Products of manifolds

We can also construct manifolds from lower-dimensional manifolds. Take, for instance,
a pole (this is a real line R, hence a 1–dimensional manifold) and a lot of floating tyres
(they all are circles S1, also 1–dimensional manifolds), and stack the tyres by placing
them on the pole. The tyre pile you get has the form of a cylinder, and a cylinder
is indeed another 2–dimensional manifold! Mathematically, this is called taking the
product of R and S1, and it is denoted by R× S1.
What happens if you take the product of a circle S1 and another circle S1? This is

like threading floating tyres on a rope and then tying the ends of the rope together.
Together, the tyres on the closed string form something like a giant donut! Indeed, we
have once again created a torus, this time as a product of two circles, S1 × S1.

So far, we have only talked about the topology of the tyre constructions, but they
also inherit a metric from the factors from which they’re made. For the tyre stack, one
factor was just a straight line R—and indeed, if the beetle sits on one of the stacked
tyres and looks straight up or down, his world appears flat in that direction. The
other factor was a round circle S1, and if the beetle looks straight left or right, in this
direction his world seems like a round circle.

The big ring of threaded floating tyres gets roughly the geometry of an ordinary
donut.

You can do the same with manifolds of other dimensions—for example, you can
create 3–dimensional manifolds by taking the product of a 1–dimensional and a 2–
dimensional manifold, like R× S2, or R× R2 = R3—this might be harder to imagine,
but it works just as before. Or, what if we take the product of the torus S1 × S1 with
yet another circle S1? This is just a 3–dimensional torus, topologically like the one we
constructed for the beetle in the hologram! But careful—geometrically, it is different;
since it was made as a product of several circles, it cannot be flat!

1We’re being very vague here. In technical terms, the group of maps should act properly discontin-
uously on the manifold.
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5 The beetle walking in circles—topological
explorations

While we explored products and quotients, the beetle (actually he’s quite an intelligent
beetle!) has found a topology textbook and a ball of wool and is now trying to find
out more about his world. Let’s first place him on a 2–dimensional torus and watch
him experiment. (To keep things simple, let’s think of the torus as the surface of a
donut for this experiment.) First, the beetle glues one end of the woolen thread to the
ground, then he takes the ball of wool and goes for a walk. When he eventually returns
to his starting point, he ties both ends of the thread together and tries out if he can
shorten the loop of wool he has laid. In some cases (for instance if he has walked only
a small circle), he will be able to shorten the loop until it contracts to just one point.
But if he has made an entire tour around the central hole (the one through which you
could stick a finger), it will be impossible to contract the loop completely! As soon as
he notices this, he will know that he does not live on the plane R2 or on the sphere
S2—there, he would be able to contract every loop completely. A manifold where you
can contract every loop to a point is called simply–connected. He will also notice that
walking twice around the central hole before tying the ends of wool together gives a
loop that cannot be deformed to the loop that he got from walking once around the
central hole, and that the direction in which he goes round matters, too. To keep track,
he can enumerate the rounds he walks with integers Z = {. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . }. The
next day, the beetle does not circle the central hole but walks around the hollow that
contains the jam filling. He thus gets another loop, which cannot be deformed into any
of the loops he had the day before, and again he can enumerate the rounds he takes
with integers. He can now invent very complicated loops by deciding, for example,
to walk around the first hole once, then around the second hole three times, then
again around the first hole four times (but maybe in the opposite direction), and so
on. There is a connection between loops that cannot be deformed one into the other
and the maps we used to get the torus as a quotient: one tour around one of the
holes corresponds to the map (x, y) 7→ (x + 1, y), two tours around the same hole
corresponds to (x, y) 7→ (x + 2, y), a tour in the opposite direction (but around the
same hole) corresponds to (x, y) 7→ (x−1, y), a tour around the other hole corresponds
to (x, y) 7→ (x, y + 1), and so on. In fact, there will always be more possibilities for
closed loops in a quotient than in the manifold one took the quotient of. It is therefore
quite reasonable to ask when presented with a manifold if the manifold is a quotient
of a simpler manifold.
The beetle’s experiments with the ball of wool are a bit harder to imagine in 3–

dimensional manifolds, but they work exactly the same. But for all his work, his
experiments will not suffice to determine in which world he lives. While we learn more
about math, let’s leave to the beetle a geometry textbook, a ruler, and a protractor;
after a while we’ll check in on him and see what he does with these.
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6 How many worlds for the beetle?—posing the
problem

We have seen different ways to construct 3–dimensional manifolds, like taking prod-
ucts and quotients. But can we ever be sure that we know about all 3–dimensional
manifolds, or are there many more that we can never find by making products and
quotients?

Let’s first simplify this question by agreeing on some additional requirements for
the beetle’s possible new worlds. Let us imagine we put the beetle’s right feet into a
bucket of red wet paint and his left feet into a bucket of blue wet paint. Crawling on
a manifold, he will leave a trace that is red on his right and blue on his left. If we
place the beetle on a Moebius strip (like a strip of paper that is twisted once and then
glued together) and let him crawl all around the strip once, he will come across his
own footprints at his return. But from the perspective he has after having made this
tour, his first footprints will look blue to him on the right and red on the left! So, as a
first requirement, let us exclude all manifolds where the beetle can have this confusing
experience—in other words, let’s agree that the manifold should be orientable. All
spheres S1,S2,S3 are orientable, as well as R,R2, and R3, and luckily also all products
of orientable manifolds, like the 2– or 3–dimensional tori. But in fact, not all quotients
of orientable manifolds are orientable, as the famous Klein bottle demonstrates.
Next, we don’t want the beetle to suddenly come across an edge of its world and fall

off (like it could if it lived on a disk), and we won’t allow it to wander off further and
further away into infinite distances (like it could do in the plane R2). Mathematically
speaking, the manifold should be closed. The torus (of dimension 2 or 3) is an example
of a closed manifold, as well as S2 × S1, but (for example) R2, R3, and R× S1 are not
closed.

The question we’re going to tackle is hence this: how can we get an overview of all
closed, orientable, 3–dimensional manifolds; that is, how can we classify them?

7 Breaking the problem into pieces

Taking a step back, let’s first think about which closed, orientable, 2–dimensional man-
ifolds there are. We’ve already seen the 2–dimensional sphere and the 2–dimensional
torus.

We can use the torus to construct more complicated closed manifolds: Let’s take two
tori and cut a small disk out of each one of them. Then, we glue the two tori along
the circular boundary that we created by cutting out the disks. What we obtain is a
closed 2–dimensional manifold with two “holes”; it looks a bit like a fat figure 8. We can
repeat this process by gluing yet another torus to our fat 8, and we can continue doing
so for as long as we like. It doesn’t matter in which order we the tori and the objects
we got from gluing tori. If we glue in a sphere instead of a torus, we obtain nothing
new (because we can wiggle the capped sphere to the shape of the cut–out disk), so
only gluing in tori is interesting. It turns out that the closed, orientable manifolds we
get in this way are indeed all closed, orientable, 2–dimensional manifolds! This means
that conversely, we can cut any closed, orientable, 2–dimensional manifold along non–
overlapping circles, fill disks in the holes, and obtain a collection of tori! This gives a
very nice classification of these manifolds, which has been known since the late 19th
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century.
The question is, can we do something similar for closed, orientable, 3–dimensional

manifolds? Instead of cutting the manifold along circles and filling in disks, we’d have
to cut along their higher-dimensional analogue—that is, we cut along 2–dimensional
spheres S2 and fill in 3–dimensional balls to close the gap we created. Luckily, we can
indeed cut any closed, orienteble, 3–dimensional manifold into simple components in a
unique way—no matter where and in which order we were cutting, we always obtain
the same set of simple components. These simple components, the so-called prime
manifolds, cannot be decomposed any further into simpler components—at least not
cutting and gluing them the way we just did. John Milnor studied this decomposition
in 1962.

But now, things become more interesting than in the 2–dimensional case, where we
could decompose everything into tori (unless we started with a sphere). In 3 dimensions,
there are many more possibilities what the prime components can be!

Some of these prime components might be S2×S1; all the other ones are irreducible:
they cannot contain a sphere S2 that “encloses a gap” in that component.2 Some of
the irreducible components have to be decomposed even further—but of course in a
different way. For the so-called JSJ–decomposition (named after William Jaco, Peter
Shalen, and Klaus Johannson, who invented it in 1979), we cut the remaining prime
components along 2–dimensional tori instead of 2–dimensional spheres. But not just
any tori—the tori should enclose some “hollows” in the manifold (like the surface of a
donut encloses the jam filling in the donut). 3 And of course, like the spheres along
which we cut before were not allowed to overlap, the tori should also not overlap with
one another.

Again, it does not matter in which order we cut along tori; the pieces we get are
always the same (not taking into account deformations).

8 The beetle with ruler and protractor—model
geometries

Shifting gears for a moment, we’ll investigate only those manifolds where loops can
be contracted (the simply–connected manifolds), hoping that we might construct the
manifolds with non-contractible loops as their quotient. It is time to take a geometric
perspective, so let’s see how our beetle does with his ruler and protractor.

If the beetle walks on a perfectly flat plane, he has no way to know by the geometry of
the plane where he is—he might, for example, check the angles in a little triangle, and
will always find out that they add up to 180◦, no matter where on the plane he is. The
same is true when he crawls on a perfectly round sphere—if the beetle compares two
triangles of the same small size that he drew in two different places, he will find that
their angles add up to the same number larger than 180◦. He can test all geometric
properties he wants, he will never find a difference in the geometry of two different
points of the sphere. One dimension higher, in the flat space R3 or on the round sphere

2More precisely, every sphere S2 in an irreducible manifold is the boundary of a 3–dimensional ball
that lies in that manifold.

3To be more precise, we require that a path on the torus which we cannot contract on the torus to a
single point should also not be contractible if we are allowed to move the path freely through the
manifold wherein the torus lies.
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S3, any two points will be equally indistinguishable from each other for the beetle. We
say therefore that the flat space and the round sphere are homogeneous. If we deform
the plane or the sphere, changing their geometry by making bumps and dents, they
are not any more homogeneous—the beetle will notice if he sits on a hill or in a valley
of the plane, for example by checking again the angle sum in a little triangle. But
the flat plane and the round sphere have one more remarkable property: the beetle
cannot distinguish which direction he is looking! If he lived on (say) a bumpy plane,
the valleys and hills would give him a sense of which direction he is facing, but from a
point on the flat plane or on the round sphere, the view is the same in all directions.
If, standing in an arbitrary place in a manifold, every direction looks the same, the
manifold is called isotropic.
If the beetle measures an angle sum of exactly 180◦ for triangles in the flat plane and

more than 180◦ for triangles on the round sphere, is there also a homogeneous, isotropic
habitat where he always measures less than 180◦ in a triangle? There is indeed, and
it is called the hyperbolic plane H2. It is topologically the same as the flat plane R2

(that is, it can be deformed to the flat plane), it just has a different metric; lengths
and angles are measured in a different way than in the flat plane. Just like the plane
and the sphere have 3–dimensional siblings (the space R3 and the 3–dimensional sphere
S3), the hyperbolic plane also has a 3–dimensional analogue, the hyperbolic space H3.
There are also simply–connected 3–dimensional which are homogeneous, but not

isotropic. Some of them are products of R and an isotropic 2–dimensional manifold—
these are R× S2 and R×H2.

Manifolds like the ones we just considered play a very important role, as we’ll see in
a moment. The simply–connected, homogeneous manifolds that are moreover complete
(meaning that the beetle cannot walk to an edge and fall off) and have at least one
closed quotient are called model geometries.

It turns out that other than the five already mentioned model geometries—R3,S3,
H3,R× S2, and R×H2—there are only three more 3–dimensional, simply-connected,
complete, homogeneous geometries. They are called S̃L(2,R), the Nil geometry, and
the Solv geometry. They are quite a bit more complicated to describe, so let’s just
accept that they exist, and that there are no more of their kind.

9 Classifying the beetle’s worlds—geometrization

We can now finally classify the possible worlds for our beetle:
Every closed, orientable 3–dimensional manifold can be cut into pieces (by prime

decomposition and JSJ decomposition). The way to cut the manifold is essentially
unique. Every piece of the manifold can be equipped with a metric such that it is a
quotient of one of the eight model geometries R3,S3, H3,R×S2, R×H2, S̃L(2,R), Nil,
and Solv! This is called Thurston’s geometrization conjecture, after William Thurston,
who pronounced it in 1980.

The beauty of the conjecture lies in the fact that it gives a nice overview of closed,
orientable 3–dimensional manifolds. Before, the beetle had no idea how many possible
worlds there exist for him; now at least he knows that his world can be cut up into
pieces that resemble one of eight special models.
The results for classifying closed, orientable, 3–dimensional manifolds are also very

relevant to physics, since many objects that are of interest in physics can be modeled
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with manifolds. For instance, we assume that our universe at any given time is a 3–
dimensional manifold—so in fact, the beetle’s questions about his world are also our
questions about our world!

Thurston’s geometrization conjecture might quite soon be called a theorem; in fact,
it was proven by Grigori Perelman in a series of papers in the years 2002 and 2003.
Many renowned mathematicians have checked Perelman’s work and found the reasoning
correct, but it has not yet appeared in a peer-reviewed journal.

Although Perelman achieved to complete the proof, there were important steps to-
wards it earlier: Thurston himself proved his conjecture for so-called Haken manifolds
(an important class of manifolds). Richard Hamilton had the fruitful idea to deform
the manifolds using Ricci flow to make them look simpler: when deformed by Ricci
flow, the manifolds contract where some kind of curvature (the so-called Ricci curva-
ture) is positive and expands where it is negative. Hamilton used Ricci flow to prove
Thurston’s conjecture for a large class of manifolds, but in some other cases there
were still problems: it can happen that the Ricci flow develops singularities (maybe at
some points the manifolds get sharp ridges) instead of converging to a nice manifold.
Perelman was able to build on Hamilton’s techniques by cutting out the singularities,
gluing in very carefully chosen balls in their places, and the continuing to deform the
manifolds by Ricci flow.

We have seen in the example of the torus that there is a close link between the
maps that are used to create a quotient and what closed loops in the quotient cannot
be deformed into each other or contracted a point—in fact, these two sets can be
considered to be “the same”. Knowing the closed loops of one of the pieces of our
decomposed manifold, as well as knowing what model geometry the piece comes from,
gives therefore important information about what exactly the piece is and about how
the quotient was made—but unfortunately not full information! Even after the beetle
has managed to cut up his world, has gotten to know (up to deformation) all the
closed loops in all the pieces, and has determined for every piece a model geometry,
he does not have full knowledge of his world! There are, for example, quotients of the
3–dimensional sphere S3 that have the same sets of closed loops, but which were made
in different ways and are topologically not the same.

We cannot help the beetle for now but have to leave him there to investigate his
world further; now he has to do research of his own to answer all the exiting questions
that he has about his world. But mathematicians worldwide are trying to help him.
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